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Abstract
Objective. Approximately 55–76% of Service members use dietary supplements for various reasons; although such

use has become popular, decisions are often driven by information that is not evidence-based. This work evaluates
whether current research on dietary ingredients for chronic musculoskeletal pain provides sufficient evidence to inform decisions for practice and self-care, specifically for Special Operations Forces personnel. Methods. A steering
committee convened to develop research questions and factors required for decision-making. Key databases were
searched through August 2016. Eligible systematic reviews and randomized controlled trials were assessed for
methodological quality. Meta-analysis was applied where feasible. Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development and Evaluation was used to determine confidence in the effect estimates. The committee used a decision table to make evidence-informed judgments across decision-making factors and recommendations for practice
and self-care use. Results. Nineteen dietary ingredients were assessed. No recommendations were given for boswellia, ginger, rose hip, or s-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAMe); specifically, although ginger can be obtained via food, no
recommendation is provided for use as a supplement due to unclear research. Further, there were insufficient strong
research on boswellia and SAMe and possible compliance issues (i.e., high number of capsules required daily) associated with rose hip. Conclusions. No recommendations were made when the evidence was low quality or trade-offs
were so closely balanced that any recommendation would be too speculative. Research recommendations are provided to enhance the quality and body of evidence for the most promising ingredients. Clinicians and those with
chronic pain can rely on evidence-based recommendations to inform their decisions.
Key Words: Systematic Review; Meta-analysis; Dietary Ingredients; Supplements; Chronic Pain; Musculoskeletal Pain; Special
Operations Personnel; Practice Recommendations; Evidence-Based Practice
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Dietary Ingredients Requiring Further Research Before EvidenceBased Recommendations Can Be Made for Their Use as an
Approach to Mitigating Pain
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Introduction

relevance of this work to SOF, the evidence-based recommendations made, and the implications on how evidencebased information might impact policy decisions surrounding the use of dietary ingredients for improving
pain and related outcomes. It is important to note that
although formal processes were followed and recommendations made, this is not intended to serve as a formal
clinical practice guideline.

Methods
The project’s full methodological approach is detailed
within the first of this series of three articles and is included as Supplementary Data: Detailed Methodology
[14]. Briefly, 1) the authors relied upon the Institute of
Medicine guidelines to ensure transparent processes were
followed and conflicts of interest were managed/mitigated in the selection and recruitment of a group of key
stakeholders and subject matter experts [15]. The committee, named the Holistic Evidence Review Board
(HERB), was convened to develop essential research
questions and definitions (Table 1) and assess the factors
required for decision-making (Supplementary Data:
GRADE Grid) [5,16–20]; 2) a review team, independent
of HERB, then conducted a series of systematic reviews
to assess the current state of the evidence and to explore
the safety and efficacy of various dietary ingredients for
treating pain and related outcomes (Supplementary Data:
Summary Report); 3) the gathered evidence was integrated with the expertise of these subject matter experts;
and 4) modified Delphi methods were used to develop
evidence-based recommendations for the use of dietary
ingredients as well as priority areas in need of future research following the Grading of Recommendations,
Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) evidence to decision framework [14,21–24]. The systematic
review evidence used to inform recommendations is
reported in Supplementary Data: Summary Report.
Conditional recommendations were made when the
desirable anticipated effects outweighed the undesirable
effects but there was uncertainty about the trade-offs, either because the key evidence was of low quality or because the benefits and downsides were closely balanced.
No recommendations were made either because the quality of the evidence was too low or trade-offs were so
closely balanced that any recommendation would be too
speculative. Recommendations against the current use of
an ingredient, based on available evidence, were made
when undesirable anticipated effects outweighed the desirable effects or the downsides clearly outweighed the
benefits overall [21].

Results
Nineteen dietary ingredients were identified and evaluated using systematic review methods (Supplementary
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The US military is exposed to extreme demands of physical training and combat missions and, as a result, may
develop musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries. Such injuries are
a leading cause of pain, medical encounters, lost duty
time, and disability [1–3]. The challenges associated with
pain are not only recognized by the military but are also
a major public health concern in the United States [4].
Due to the complex nature of pain, our understanding of
and approaches to pain management may be variable
and may or may not be aligned with the patient’s or practitioner’s perspectives. In addition, advice on what
approaches to invest in may or may not be evidencebased.
Pain management options primarily consist of medications (e.g., nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
[NSAIDs]), injections, physical therapy, acupuncture,
and other modalities [5]. Dietary ingredients are currently marketed for a wide range of pain conditions, including joint pain, osteoarthritis, chronic gout, and
gastrointestinal disorders. In fact, research shows that
about 70–74% of the general adult population and 55–
76% of Service members use dietary supplements [6,7].
Despite their popularity, evidence surrounding their
safety and efficacy is still unclear [8–11]. Further, although evidence-based research is meant to inform appropriate and safe decisions about supplement use,
decisions to use such supplements are often driven by information that is not evidence-based (e.g., advice from
peers, family members, and other sources).
As part of the US Special Operations Command’s
Preservation of the Force and Family Behavioral Health
Program, this project sought to determine whether current research on dietary ingredients for chronic MSK
pain could provide the evidence needed to inform decisions for practice and self-care use. To achieve this, stateof-the-science evidence methodologies were applied to
provide clear, comprehensive, and unbiased information
to Special Operations Forces (SOF) personnel and enable
key stakeholders and subject matter experts to make
evidence-based recommendations to inform policy decisions regarding dietary ingredients for improving pain
and pain-related (e.g., psychological health, quality of
life) outcomes.
The aim of this article was to describe the ingredients
for which no evidence-based use recommendations were
made; in these cases, evidence was either low quality or
trade-offs were so closely balanced that any recommendation would have been too speculative at this point.
Factors causing the downgrading of quality or trade-offs
are transparently described in the hopes of focusing and/
or advancing research in these areas, where most appropriate. From a clinical standpoint, practitioners can rely
on this evidence to assist patients with deciding which
supplements are worth taking for pain. This paper is the
third in a series of articles [12–14] that detail the
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Table 1. Focused PICOS used to define the narrowed research
question: Are there dietary supplements/ingredients that can
safely mitigate chronic pain in adults (18þ years old) with musculoskeletal disorders?
Population

Control/comparison
Outcome(s)

Study design

PICOS ¼ Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes and Study Designs.

Data: Detailed Methodology, Supplementary Data:
Summary Report) [14]. Integrating the evidence with the
HERB clinical acumen across the decision-making factors, three types of recommendations were ultimately
made for these dietary ingredients (Figure 1).
This article details dietary ingredients for which no
recommendation was ultimately made. No recommendations were offered for boswellia [25–35], ginger [36–46],
rose hip [47–51], or s-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAMe)
[52–58]. Note that although ginger is conditionally recommended as a food source [13], use as a supplement
was not recommended. Table 2 displays the ingredients
where no practice recommendations were made, the
graded evidence for efficacy and safety, and other considerations noted when making recommendations. Table 3
details the summary of judgments across factors and the
resulting recommendations.

Question 1. Can Boswellia Effectively Mitigate
Chronic MSK Pain and Related Symptoms?
Extracts derived from resins of Boswellia species have
been historically used both in African countries and

Figure 1. Recommendations. *Conditionally recommend use
as a food source, not as a dietary supplement, at this time.

Ayurvedic medicine in India to treat multiple diseases
[59,60]. Boswellia is currently widely available and used
in complementary medicine, particularly for inflammatory conditions; its resin oil and extracts can also be
found in soaps, cosmetics, foods, and beverages [60].
Summary of Findings
A 2014 Cochrane systematic review reported evidence
for various oral herbal therapies, including boswellia, for
osteoarthritis; it revealed moderate-quality evidence for
“trends of benefit” that warranted further investigation
[61]. Following the 2014 review, Kessler et al. [62]
reported in 2015 that boswellia was statistically more effective than placebo for improving pain and function, but
that the statistically significant effects disappeared when
only trials using the American College of Rheumatology
diagnostic criteria were used. Inclusive of the studies captured in these recent reviews, 11 trials met the eligibility
criteria and were included for this evidence evaluation to
inform decision-making [25–35].
Included boswellia ingredients were labeled as aflapin
[25,26], 5-loxin [25,27], Boswellia serrata extract
[28,29], B. serrata extract combined with curcuma
[30,33], methylsulfonylmethane [32,35], amlaki [34],
and other dietary ingredients [31,32]. Boswellia was
compared with placebo [25–28,30,31,35], NSAIDs
[29,33,34], other dietary ingredients [32,34], and/or
other types [25] or doses [27] of boswellia within osteoarthritis, primarily knee osteoarthritis, populations.
Daily doses ranged from 100 to 7,200 mg/d over one to
six months; however, one study [31] did not report the
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Intervention

Adults (18þ years) with chronic pain due to
musculoskeletal disorders.
Chronic pain was defined as ongoing or recurrent pain, lasting beyond the usual course of
acute illness or injury (i.e., >3 months and occurring at least half of the days over the past
6 months), and which adversely affects the
individual’s well-being [5,16].
Musculoskeletal pain was defined as pain affecting the bones, muscles, and ligaments, or disorders of the muscles, nerves, tendons, joints,
and cartilage, and disorders of the nerves, tendons, muscles, and supporting structures of
the upper and lower limbs, neck, and lower
back that are caused, precipitated, or exacerbated by sudden exertion or prolonged exposure to physical factors such as repetition,
force, vibration, or awkward posture [17,18].
Note that headaches/migraines and musculoskeletal pain conditions resulting from another disease or injury (e.g., fracture,
contusion, abrasion, laceration) were
excluded.
Any single or multiple (e.g., a combination of
ingredients) dietary ingredient(s) [19,20].
Sham, no treatment, and/or active comparator.
Pain, physical function, sleep, mood (anxiety/depression), stress, cognitive performance,
global health, health-related quality of life,
behavior, resource use, adverse events.
Peer-reviewed systematic reviews/meta-analyses
and/or randomized controlled trials presented
in the English language.

Capsule: 250–1,000
mg/d
over 3–12 wk

Ginger*,‡

Populations
Osteoarthritis

4/225†

Outcomes

Physical function,
1–3 mo

Pain reduction,
1–3 mo

SMD (6 trials) ¼
–3.34, 83.5 pts
greater reduction
than placebo
SMD (4 trials) ¼
–3.99

Evidence

Very low 丣

Very low 丣

Quality

Self-reported
disability

Stiffness, 1–3 mo

SMD (4 trials) ¼
–0.22

Moderate 丣丣丣

SMD (5 trials) ¼
Low 丣丣
–1.93
Global function,
SMD (5 trials) ¼
Moderate 丣丣丣
1–3 mo
–0.90
vs other
3/195†
Osteoarthritis
One low-quality study, with methodological flaws,
compared boswellia with valdecoxib and reported statistically
significant effects favoring boswellia. Two studies also
reported on different boswellia extracts.
*Studies (N ¼ 6) combining boswellia with other ingredients were heterogeneous. Some combination products
appeared to be more effective than placebo and as effective as glucosamine sulfate, whereas
others reported no significant differences compared with celecoxib.
vs placebo†
6/741
Osteoarthritis
Pain reduction
SMD (5 trials) ¼
Moderate 丣丣丣
– 0.30, 7.5 pts
greater
reduction than
placebo

vs placebo

Boswellia*

No. Studies/
Participants

Bad taste or various
forms of stomach
upset; none
“serious” but some
resulted in trial
discontinuation
Risk to experience
any AE: vs placebo:
12% greater risk

Mainly minor gastrointestinal complaints in both
groups
Risk to experience
any AE: vs placebo:
no significant differences vs drug: insufficient data

Adverse Events

•

•

•

•

(continued)

Insufficient strong
research on use as
a supplement.
Already available
in tea/food; no additional risk in
obtaining ginger
via food sources.

High-priority research area due to
potentially large
beneficial effects.
More research is
required to enhance the certainty of the
evidence and understand its
formulation.

Considerations
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100–7,200 mg/d over
1–6 mo

Comparators

Ingredient
Evaluated

Table 2. Summary of findings
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Osteoarthritis

Populations

Outcomes

Evidence

Quality

vs other†

vs placebo†

5/1,127

3/849

4/395

Osteoarthritis (hip,
knee, spine, hand)

Osteoarthritis (hip,
knee, spine,
hand), fibromyalgia

Osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis

Insufficient data to
determine the
quality of evidence

Moderate 丣丣丣

Moderate 丣丣丣

Moderate 丣丣丣

Physical function
P < 0.05¶ (1 trial)
Sleep
P < 0.05k (3 trials)
Global health
P < 0.05¶,k (2 trials)
Mood
NS (2 trials)
Medication use
NS (1 trial)
Five studies showed that SAMe was as effective as NSAIDs
in improving pain, function, and general health/function.
One study reported improvement in mood.

Pain

P < 0.05¶ (3 trials)

OR (3 trials) ¼ 2.13

No. of responders

Self-reported use
of analgesics

SMD (3 trials) ¼
0.37; 9.25 pts
greater
reduction than
placebo
SMD (3 trials) ¼ 0.28

Self-reported pain
reduction

Relatively mild, primarily gastrointestinal complaints
Risk to experience
any AE: vs placebo:
insufficient data vs
drug: 14% greater
risk for someone to
experience an AE
following pharmacological drug administration (RD ¼
–0.14, 95% CI ¼ –
0.21 to –0.06, P ¼
0.0007, I2 ¼
39.00%)

Risk to experience
any AE: vs placebo:
insufficient data vs
drug: insufficient
data

for someone to experience an AE following ginger (RD
¼ 0.12, 95% CI ¼
0.02 to 0.23, P ¼
0.02, I2 ¼ 49.00%)
vs drug: insufficient
data
Mild gastrointestinal
discomfort in both
groups

Adverse Events

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compliance is
questionable due
to high number of
capsules required
daily.
Determine if rose
hip can be formulated in a higher
concentration to
avoid high number
of capsules required for intake.
Insufficient strong
research.
Divergent opinions regarding feasibility, acceptability, and suitability.
Invest more in research to enhance
confidence in the
estimate of
SAMe’s effects.

Divergent opinions regarding feasibility, acceptability, and suitability.
Invest more in research, specifically
in larger trials.

Considerations
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AE ¼ adverse event; CI ¼ confidence interval; MSK ¼ musculoskeletal; NS ¼ nonsignificant; NSAID ¼ nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OR ¼ odds ratio; RD ¼ risk difference; SAMe ¼ s-adenosyl-L-methionine; SMD
¼ standardized mean difference.
†
Includes data from multiple arms (placebo and other comparators).
‡
Data from existing meta-analysis used.
§
No meta-analysis conducted.
¶
Between-group differences.
k
Within-group differences.

400–1,200 mg/d
over 10 d–3 mo

SAMe§

5 g/d over 3–6 mo

vs placebo

Rose hip‡

2/187

No. Studies/
Participants

Two studies compared ginger with ibuprofen and
reported mixed results.
The higher the dose (e.g., 1,000 mg), the more likely
a positive benefit for ginger only.
*Studies combining ginger (N ¼ 4) with other ingredients were heterogeneous. Overall, combination products showed
positive benefit for reducing pain and possibly overall health/quality of life but not for improving function.

vs other

†

Comparators

Ointment: 6 g/d over
6 wk

Ingredient
Evaluated

Table 2. continued
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DK ¼ do not know; H ¼ high; L ¼ low; M ¼ moderate; N ¼ no; NS ¼ no included studies; PN ¼ probably no; PY ¼ probably yes; SAMe ¼ s-adenoysl-L-methionine; VL ¼ very low; Y ¼ yes.
*Eight voting members judged factors to consider together to develop recommendations. A summary weight is provided for each ingredient, ranking the desirable consequences to the unknown or undesirable consequences across
factors. The quality was not assigned a weight, as this was used to determine the weight of the certainty of the evidence across all outcomes assessed, and as supplied by the evidence review independently (Supplementary Data).
Although the accumulated judgments of all factors were used to inform the recommendations ultimately made and displayed using the GRADE Grid (Supplementary Data) visually, they were not assigned a weighted summary score.
†
Recommended as a high-priority research area, not as a dietary supplement, at this time.
‡
Conditionally recommended use as a food source, not as a dietary supplement, at this time.

Insufficient data
SAMe
16/40

SMD ¼ 0.37
Moderate 丣丣丣
Rose hip
18/40

Ginger‡
22/40

SMD ¼ –0.30
Moderate 丣丣丣

44000
VL L NS M H
In favor ¼ 0
02060
VL L NS M H
In favor ¼ 6
02060
VL L NS M H
In favor ¼ 6
06200
VL L NS M H
In favor ¼ 0
SMD ¼ –3.34
Very low 丣
Boswellia†
12/40

Table 3. Judgments across factors for decision-making

03131
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 4
01070
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 7
00251
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 6
01250
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 5

03140
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 4
03050
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 5
03140
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 4
02240
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 4

06110
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 1
05120
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 2
06110
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 1
23030
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 3

13130
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 3
06020
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 2
06110
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 1
04040
N PN DK PY Y
In favor ¼ 4

37.5% weak, in favor
none 37.5%
25% weak, against
25% weak, in favor
37.5% none
37.5% weak, against
37.5% weak, in favor
25% none
37.5% weak, against

Crawford et al.

dose. All studies reported on pain and physical function,
with few reporting on global function outcomes or medication use. No studies reported on health-related quality of life,
sleep, mood, stress, or behavioral or resource use outcomes.
Six trials were included in the meta-analysis; two compared different types of boswellia extracts with placebo.
Specifically, Sengupta et al. 2008 [27] compared low and
high doses of 5-loxin and Sengupta et al. 2010 [25] compared alfapin and 5-loxin. This likely contributed to the
large degree of heterogeneity and inconsistencies, which
resulted in HERB members downgrading. Although the
studies were directly related to the research question, the
members downgraded for imprecision due to the overall
small sample sizes being pooled in the analysis. The risk
of bias associated with these studies appeared to be minimal; however, it was noted that some of the studies
reported receiving funding from the same source that
provided the ingredients for evaluation. The overall certainty of the evidence was judged to be very low to low.
Desirable vs Undesirable Effects
The meta-analysis showed very low-quality evidence for
a large and statistically significant improvement in pain
(six trials, N ¼ 259 participants, standardized mean difference [SMD] ¼ –3.34, 95% confidence interval [CI] ¼
–4.86 to –1.82, P < 0.0001, I2 ¼ 94.00%) and physical
function (four trials, N ¼ 183 participants, SMD ¼
–3.99, 95% CI ¼ –6.37 to –1.61, P < 0.001, I2 ¼
96.00%) compared with placebo. There is low- and moderate-quality evidence for a reduction in stiffness
(Western
Ontario
and
McMaster
Universities
Osteoarthritis Index subscale) and global function (five
trials, N ¼ 229 participants, Lequesne’s Functional
Index), respectively. This evidence was based only on osteoarthritis populations. Further, studies that either combined boswellia with other ingredients or included other
active comparators were quite heterogeneous. Although
the noted effects were substantial across these outcomes,
the desirable anticipated effects were judged by the members to be moderate to large.
All studies reported a similar number of adverse
events—mainly gastrointestinal complaints—in both
groups (Supplementary Data). No significant differences
were noted between the boswellia and placebo groups;
data comparing boswellia and pharmacological drug
interventions were insufficient to analyze differences in
the risk of experiencing any adverse event between
groups. Members judged these undesirable effects as
small to trivial. Members were divided about the balance
between desirable/undesirable effects, given that the
overall certainty of the evidence was very low to low.
Resource Requirements/Cost
A bottle of 100 capsules with 500 mg of boswellia extract
costs anywhere from $10 to $20 depending on the brand.
Because boswellia doses ranged from 100 to 7,200 mg
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75% weak, in favor
25% none
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across studies and boswellia was sometimes combined
with other ingredients, members had divergent opinions
about its required resources and whether resources were
justified, given the uncertainty of the evidence and the desirable anticipated effects.

Recommendations
The desirable anticipated effects reported in studies to
date are substantial; however, the certainty of this evidence is questionable. Consequently, boswellia was recommended as a high-priority research area in need of
study but was not recommended for use until more and
higher-quality research could be produced, to include
addressing strict reporting criteria, purity of the ingredients, bioavailability and dose requirements in larger
clinical trials, and involving participants experiencing
chronic MSK pain [14].

Question 2. Can Ginger Effectively Mitigate
Chronic MSK Pain and Related Symptoms?
Ginger is a tropical plant widely used as a flavoring or
fragrance in foods, beverages, soaps, and cosmetics [63].
It has been used to treat nausea and MSK-related pain
[64]. Common forms of ginger include the fresh or dried
root, tablets, capsules, liquid extracts, and teas.
Summary of Findings
In 2015, Bartels et al. [46] published a systematic review
with meta-analysis across five trials (593 participants)
and concluded that ginger compared with placebo was
modestly efficacious and reasonably safe for the treatment of osteoarthritis. Significant reductions were shown
for both pain and disability outcomes. The authors identified 10 randomized controlled trials (RCTs), including
those evaluated by Bartels et al. [46], on ginger across
chronic MSK populations. Studies assessed a variety of
populations, including those with knee osteoarthritis
[36–40], knee and hip osteoarthritis [41–43], rheumatoid
arthritis [44], and chronic joint pain [45]. Ingredients
were Zingiber officinale [36,42], Eurovita extract 33
[41], Zingiberis rhizoma [39], and EV Ext 77 [37], or
dried, powdered ginger [38]. Different extracts of ginger
were also combined (i.e., referred to as “ginger-plus”
studies) with mastic and sesame oil [40], Zinaxin glucosamine [43,45], purified extracts of various plants [44], or
multiple dietary ingredients [45]. Daily doses ranged
from 250 to 1,000 mg/d (delivered as a capsule) and 6 g/d

(delivered as an ointment) over three to 12 weeks. Ginger
was compared with herbal [44], oral [43,44], and topical
[40] pharmacologic interventions, or placebo capsules
that were either undescribed [38,41,42] or contained
maltodextrin [39], starch [36], coconut oil [37], or magnesium stearate [45]. Studies reported on outcomes including pain (N ¼ 10), physical (N ¼ 7) and global
(N ¼ 4) function, health-related quality of life (N ¼ 3),
and medication use (N ¼ 1).
Outcome data were insufficient, other than pain and
function to pool into a new meta-analysis
(Supplementary Data: Summary Report). Therefore, the
authors incorporated the evidence reported in the Bartels
et al. [46] analyses into the GRADE framework [21].
Risk of bias was rated as high across studies. Whereas
heterogeneity was not statistically significant compared
with placebo, the authors downgraded for imprecision
due to the overall small sample sizes. The members
judged the overall certainty of the evidence to be
moderate.
Desirable vs Undesirable Effects
The meta-analysis of five trials (593 participants) showed
moderate-quality evidence for a statistically significant
reduction in pain as compared with placebo (SMD ¼ –
0.30, 95% CI ¼ –0.50 to –0.09, P ¼ 0.005, I2 ¼ 27%).
The meta-analysis of four trials (513 participants)
showed moderate-quality evidence for a statistically significant reduction in disability as compared with placebo
(SMD ¼ –0.22, 95% CI ¼ –0.39 to –0.04, P ¼ 0.01, I2 ¼
0.00%). The evidence comparing ginger with other active
comparators and other conditions beyond osteoarthritis
is limited. The members judged these desirable anticipated effects to be small.
Most studies reported adverse events, mainly citing
gastrointestinal complaints, and none were classified as
“serious” or causing lasting harm; some adverse events,
however, did cause selected participants to discontinue
the trial, as reported by Bartels et al. [46]. Compared
with placebo, a 12% greater risk of experiencing an adverse event was noted following ginger (risk difference
[RD] ¼ 0.12, 95% CI ¼ 0.02 to 0.23, P ¼ 0.02, I2 ¼
49.00%) (Supplementary Data: Summary Report).
However, adverse events appeared less frequent in ginger
when compared with active controls, particularly ibuprofen (Supplementary Data: Summary Report). The HERB
members judged these undesirable anticipated effects to
be relatively small. Overall, the desirable effects probably
outweigh the undesirable effects, and the certainty of this
evidence overall appears to be moderate.
Resource Requirements/Cost
A bottle of 100 capsules with 550 mg of ginger on average costs anywhere from $5 to $10 depending on the
brand, equating to much less than $1/d. Members judged
these costs to be negligible or perhaps a moderate savings
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Other Considerations: Feasibility, Acceptability,
Suitability, Values
The majority of members agreed that given the current
quality of the evidence, boswellia did not warrant out-ofpocket costs and was not acceptable for implementation
at this time. Feasibility was also an issue, with divergent
opinions regarding the formulation of boswellia and its
active ingredients.
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in some cases. Most members agreed that the cost would
justify its use.

Recommendations
Ginger is associated with minimal adverse events, and
the desirable anticipated effects appear small, with moderate evidence. Because it is already available in tea/food,
there would be no additional risk in obtaining ginger via
food sources. Ginger could serve as a preventive nutritional agent if incorporated into the mission-planning
process. Further research involving larger trials is required before definitive recommendations regarding use
can be made. Research priorities include conducting
more rigorously designed studies, exploring the optimal
dose response of ginger as a dietary supplement, examining both pain and pain-related outcomes, and comparing
ginger with other active ingredients.

Question 3. Can Rose Hip Effectively Mitigate
Chronic MSK Pain and Related Symptoms?
Rose hips are the berry fruits of the dog rose or wild briar
rose (Rosa canina L.), a scrambling rose species native to
Europe, northwest Africa, and western Asia. Because
rose hips contain a large amount of vitamin C, they have
similar uses, including preventing and treating colds, flu
and vitamin C deficiencies, and treating and preventing
stomach disorders. They are often used in tea, jam, and
soup, in both food and manufactured forms [65].
Summary of Findings
A high-quality 2008 systematic review [51] including
three primary studies [48–50] reported that rose hip powder significantly reduced pain and rescue medication use
in osteoarthritis patients. A 2010 study reported that
rheumatoid arthritis patients may also benefit from rose
hip powder [47]. Daily doses of rose hip powder were
consistently reported at 5 g across all studies, though
study duration ranged from three to six months. All studies compared the effect of rose hips with placebo and
reported on pain, physical function, and medication use,
as well as health-related quality of life (N ¼ 2), global
health (N ¼ 2), sleep (N ¼ 1), and mood (N ¼ 1) outcomes (Supplementary Data: Summary Report).

Studies comparing rose hip with placebo had insufficient data on outcomes, other than pain and medication
usage, to pool into a meta-analysis. Therefore, the
authors incorporated the evidence reported in
Christensen et al.’s [51] analyses into the GRADE framework. The risk of bias associated with these four studies
was minimal. While the heterogeneity of the outcomes
pooled was not a significant concern, the authors did
downgrade for imprecision due to small sample sizes.
The members judged the overall certainty of the evidence
to be moderate.
Desirable vs Undesirable Effects
The meta-analysis of three trials (306 participants)
showed moderate-quality evidence for a statistically significant reduction in pain (SMD ¼ 0.37, 95% CI ¼ 0.13
to 0.60, P ¼ 0.0019, I2 ¼ 0.00%) and the use of rescue
medication compared with placebo (SMD ¼ 0.28, 95%
CI ¼ 0.05 to 0.51, I2 ¼ 0.00%). In addition, a patient allocated to rose hip was more than twice as likely to respond to therapy compared with placebo (odds ratio ¼
2.19, 95% CI ¼ 1.38 to 3.48) [51]. Studies tended to
show improvements in physical function, health-related
quality of life, mood, sleep, and global health. Based
upon this evidence, the members judged the desirable anticipated effects to be small to moderate.
Most studies reported on adverse events, with gastrointestinal complaints being the primary ones in both the
rose hips and control groups (Supplementary Data:
Summary Report). Data were insufficient to allow for
pooling a risk difference for any comparators assessed.
The members judged the undesirable effects to be trivial
to small. The majority agreed that the desirable effects
outweigh the undesirable.
Resource Requirements/Cost
A bottle of 100 capsules with 550 mg of rose hips costs
anywhere from $5 to $10 depending on the brand. Based
on the evaluated evidence, daily doses would consist of
10 (to achieve 5 g) capsules per day, a similar cost to that
of ibuprofen 2,400 mg (i.e., $1/d). Although the HERB
members agreed that the cost/savings would be negligible, there were divergent opinions regarding whether
costs were justified.
Other Considerations: Feasibility, Acceptability,
Suitability
There was concern about overall compliance with this ingredient given the large number of capsules required
daily. Powder formulations should be taken with small
amounts of liquid to avoid gastrointestinal complaints
[66]. The members were unaware if rose hips could be
formulated in a higher concentration to avoid the number of capsules required daily and whether that would affect the degree to which one may experience an adverse
event. As such, most members voted that it would
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Other Considerations: Feasibility, Acceptability,
Suitability
The majority of members questioned the feasibility, acceptability, and suitability of administering ginger as a dietary supplement for chronic MSK pain. Ginger is
available in food, however, and could be incorporated
into a nutrition planning checklist with proper nutritional education for trainers, dietitians, and Special
Operators. Understanding and considering the operational environment and ingredient availability could help
develop a long-term preventive plan rather than one
solely focused on meeting caloric requirements.
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probably not be feasible, acceptable, or suitable for use
among Special Operators in its current form as described
in the literature.

Question 4. Can SAMe Effectively Mitigate
Chronic MSK Pain and Related Symptoms?
SAMe is naturally formed in the body from homocysteine
and 5-methylene tetrahydrofolate. It is a primary methyl
group donor and contributes to the synthesis, activation,
and/or metabolism of hormones, neurotransmitters, nucleic acids, proteins, phospholipids, and various drugs
[67–69]. Taken orally, it has been used for several conditions, including depression, anxiety, and MSK pain [70].
Summary of Findings
In 2009, Rutjes et al. [71] published a systematic review
evaluating the effects of SAMe on pain and function in
knee and hip osteoarthritis populations involving four
trials (656 patients). Results were inconclusive, and most
of the studies assessed were small and of questionable
methodological quality; the authors described the need
for more research to understand SAMe and explain that
although its effects on pain and function were likely to be
small, they may still be clinically relevant. Seven RCTs,
including the trials reported in Rutjes et al. [71], have
been published comparing the effect of SAMe with either
an NSAID [52,54,56–58] or placebo [53,55,56] across
various MSK pain populations (fibromyalgia [53], knee
[52,54–58], and/or hip [54,56], spine [56], and hand [56]
osteoarthritis). Although oral and intravenous doses of
SAMe ranged from 400 to 1,200 mg/d over 10 days to
three months, oral doses were consistently 1,200 mg
daily. Study outcomes included pain (N ¼ 7), physical
function (N ¼ 7), global function/health (N ¼ 6), mood
(N ¼ 3), medication use (N ¼ 3), health-related quality of
life (N ¼ 1), sleep (N ¼ 1), and behavioral effects (N ¼ 1).
Meta-analysis was not feasible due to either the heterogeneity of outcomes/measures or missing data in the
studies evaluated. Risk of bias was rated as high across

two of the seven trials evaluated. Sample sizes comparing
SAMe with placebo were small, and studies with drug
comparators were wide ranging. The overall certainty of
the evidence was judged to be low.
Desirable vs Undesirable Effects
Three trials comparing SAMe with placebo revealed significant between-group differences in pain, sleep, and
overall global health, across both osteoarthritis [55,56]
and fibromyalgia [53] patients. Based on five studies
[52,54,56–58], SAMe appears to be as effective as other
selected drugs (i.e., celecoxib, piroxicam, ibuprofen, naproxen, nabumetone). The HERB members judged these
desirable anticipated effects to be moderate overall.
Reported adverse events were relatively mild and primarily consisted of gastrointestinal complaints. Analysis
revealed a 14% greater risk for patients experiencing an
adverse event following pharmacological drug administration compared with SAMe (RD ¼ –0.14, 95% CI ¼ –
0.21 to –0.06, P ¼ 0.0007, I2 ¼ 39.00%) (Supplementary
Data: Summary Report). HERB members judged these
undesirable anticipated effects to be relatively trivial to
small. Overall, the desirable effects probably outweighed
the undesirable effects, but the certainty of the evidence
was still low with no meta-analysis to rely upon.
Resource Requirements/Cost
Based on the range of doses in the reviewed studies (i.e.,
400 to 1,200 mg/d), the cost of SAMe equates to <$1
per day. Members judged these costs to be negligible, and
some agreed that these costs could be justified given the
desirable/undesirable effects.
Other Considerations: Feasibility, Acceptability,
Suitability
Divergent opinions were expressed regarding the feasibility, acceptability, and suitability for use of SAMe, given
the low quality and certainty of the evidence.
Recommendations
Although SAMe is associated with minimal adverse
effects, the quality and certainty of the evidence remain
low. Subsequently, no recommendations were made for
the use of SAMe for pain and related symptoms.
Research priorities include determining the specific efficacy of SAMe, compared with placebo, for pain and
other patient-related outcomes in the MSK population,
conducting dose studies to understand the specific formulations and preparations likely to produce an effect beyond that of placebo and comparing SAMe with other
drug therapies in larger and multisite studies.

Discussion
No recommendations were made for the use of SAMe,
ginger (as a supplement), rose hips, or boswellia as
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Recommendations
Although moderate-quality evidence suggests that the desirable anticipated effects appear to outweigh the undesirable effects, various caveats precluded the members
from making any definitive recommendations. Further
research would be required to understand the formulation of rose hips and whether the suggested administered
dose could be safely increased to decrease the burden of
taking up to 10 capsules per day. Additionally, if the formulary were to be adjusted to increase compliance, larger
trials would be required to enhance confidence in the estimate of the adjusted formulation’s effect. Trials with
other active ingredient comparators across other painrelated outcomes would also be necessary, as none were
identified through this effort (Supplementary Data:
Summary Report).
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trials with evidence for efficacy of an ingredient
compared with placebo and comparing dietary ingredients with a standard NSAID would help in the
decision-making process. To date, studies of this nature
are scant and do not evaluate all pain-related outcomes
required for decision-making. Adverse events appear to
be minor in nature across the evaluated ingredients.
Given the current opioid crisis [73] and the need for better and alternative approaches to address the unknown
complexity of pain, more rigorous research involving
larger trials and considering the decision factors during
initial trial design is required to produce impactful results
that those in need can use as decision-making aids.
Interestingly, when the National Institutes of Health
Office of Dietary Supplement’s Dietary Supplement
Label Database (https://www.dsld.nlm.nih.gov/dsld/index.jsp, accessed March 18, 2018.) was searched for
products with the ingredients noted above and a label
claim including the terms “muscle” and “pain,” 15 products were found with ginger, 21 with boswellia, and two
with both boswellia and ginger. No products were found
for rose hips or SAMe. When only the term “pain” and
the ingredients were included, 151, 12, 50, and five were
found for ginger, rose hips, boswellia, and SAMe, respectively. Thus, despite the limited evidence, manufacturers
promote these ingredients, and claims are being made to
support the use of these ingredients for improving pain. If
someone wanted to purchase such products, we would
urge them to only select those that have been either verified
or certified by the United States Pharmacopeia or NSF,
respectfully, to ensure that the contents are consistent
with the label and the product has been prepared according
to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations.

Conclusions
The methodological processes and steps taken allowed
for transparent and evidence-based recommendations to
be made to inform policy decisions regarding the use of dietary ingredients for chronic MSK pain and other related
symptoms. Whereas no recommendations were made for
use of SAMe, ginger, boswellia, or rose hips as dietary supplements, the factors required to move the evidence toward better decisions are transparently documented.
Stakeholders can use this evidence gained and factors considered as a decision aid, and when determining directions
for the next steps in research. As noted in the second paper
within this series, dietary ingredients are not intended to
treat any particular health condition, and as MSK pain is a
clinical condition, any ingredient or combination of ingredients would be required to go through the FDA
Investigational New Drug Applications process.
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dietary supplements to alleviate chronic MSK pain, either
because the quality of the evidence was too low or tradeoffs were so closely balanced that any recommendation
was judged to be overly speculative. However, the methodological steps taken allowed for transparency into the
deficiencies of specific factors judged for decision-making
and recommendations for next research steps.
Limitations in reviewing the evidence include the paucity in the number of RCTs and number of participants
included in the trials. To include a trial’s evidence into a
meta-analysis, data must be presented in the publication,
and outcomes and comparators must be similar enough
to pool. For a two-sample pooled t test with a statistical
significance level of 0.05, a total sample size of 394 participants in each group would be required to obtain a
power of at least 80.0%. The confidence in the estimate
of the effect across outcomes assessed was, in most cases,
downgraded due to inadequate sample sizes.
Another limiting factor is poor reporting in these trials, which leads to potential risk of bias and/or not understanding the context and setting well enough to
generalize results across other populations of interest.
Adhering to the suggested Standards for Reporting
Interventions in Controlled Trials Essential to
Nutritional Elements (STRICT-NE) [14] is also critical
for these types of studies; this means a careful description
of the preparation/treatment (e.g., formulation, preparer/
supplier) of the dietary ingredient(s), analysis of baseline
diet and whether diet was controlled during the experiment, and documentation of a quantitative analysis of
the actual contents of the treatment provided to the participants. Such actions should be required when research
is to be translated into actionable recommendations and
decisions made for safe use of dietary ingredients. This
currently is neither transparently nor consistently documented in the research published to date, which greatly
limits the generalizability and utility for the end user.
Although some dietary ingredients had moderate evidence, the desirable anticipated effects were judged to be
small in nature. Whether combination products and combining safe products could enhance a desirable anticipated effect for the participant should be open for
discussion [14]. To date, several studies have used combination products and evaluated the evidence
(Supplementary Data: Summary Report); however, heterogeneity precludes drawing any conclusions based on
these study results.
In 2012, Stam et al. [72] published a mixed treatment
comparison on the efficacy of several NSAIDs in the
treatment of osteoarthritis and reported that the effect
size for a reduction in pain relative to placebo was –0.41
(95% CI ¼ –0.63 to –0.18) for 2,400 mg of ibuprofen.
HERB used this dose as an anecdotal reference standard
for “small to moderate” effect size according to Cohen’s
d and similar to that of ginger and rose hip (noted in
Table 2) as compared with placebo, although the confidence in this effect estimate was not large. More robust
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Supplementary data are available at Pain Medicine
online.
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